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Here’s How Subscribers Can Read
The Observer Online Digital Edition
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You can start by going
to http://observer.
rockforddiocese.org/
on your computer or mobile
device. Look for this logo
on the left hand side and
click on it. That will take
you to the log-in page.
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Click on the arrow to the right of “View Your Current
SUBSCRIPTION.” The next page you’ll see will be the front
page of the current edition of The Observer.

Getting In..............1
Getting Around.......2
Shortcuts for Getting
Around ...............3-4
Looking at Past
Issues.....................3
Most tablet and computer users will see
fairly similar screens
when they begin
reading The Observer
Online digital edition.
Smartphone
users may not see
the same options on
their devices, so they
may need to explore
a little to determine
the easiest way for
them to read the paper.
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Type in the email address you provided to us when you
subscribed and enter a password you’ll remember. When
you have entered your passoword, the top of the screen will
change and you’ll see “View Your Current SUBSCRIPTION.”
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Click on the arrow at the edge of the screen to flip to the
next page of the paper.
Next time, we’ll explore the tools to help you navigate.

Get email alerts. Click enotify and fill out the form that pops up if you want an email alert when the latest edition is available online.
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Here’s How to Get Around The Observer Online Digital Edition

Toggle
the
contents.
Click on
the bars
at the top
of any
page to
see each
issue’s
Table of
Contents.
Click
on any
section
to move
right to it.

(Observer illustrations by Sharon Boehlefeld)

See one or
two pages.
Click the
page view
icon to
toggle

Turn pages with arrows. Click
on arrows next to the page
number to change pages.

Share. Click these icons
to send email or post a link
through social media.

Shortcuts for Getting Around

Find pages from
the thumbstrip.
Click the six boxes
and you’ll see a
small image of
several pages at
the bottom of
the screen. Click
on the page you
want to read.
To remove the
strip, click on the
six boxes again.

Search. Type a word, such as ‘pope,’
in the search box on the tool bar
and all the instances of the word in
the issue will pop up on the right
side of the screen. Click on any of
the pages to read the story or photo
caption where that word appears.
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Shortcuts for Getting Around
Click to write.
If your computer or device software is
equipped for it,
you can click on
email addresses
to send notes
about things
you’ve read in
the paper. One
place to write
to us is with
the link in the
middle of the box on the
right side of page 2.

Click to continue.
When a story jumps to a later page, click
on the the “Continued on page ....” line to
jump directly to the rest of the story.

Click on the index.
In every issue of
The Observer Online
Digital edition,
there will be an
index along the left
side or bottom of
the front page.
Click on anything
that’s inside a
faint border to
go straight to that
story or section
of the paper.
In some cases,
clicking inside a faint
border will take you
to another website.
Some advertisers
have paid for a link
to a website so you
can learn more
about their product
or service. In most
cases, you can click
anywhere in the
linked ads to jump
to their information.

Here’s How to Look at Past Issues of
The Observer Online Digital Edition

Toggle view. In the archived editions,
you’ll get a new dark gray toolbar. The
key new icon is the Toggle Slider which
opens a visual table of contents (left).

Two views.
Clicking the
“window” in
the table of
contents view
gives you
thumbnail
images of
the pages.
The “stripes”
give you a
numerical
list of pages.

Read old editions two ways.
If you search the archives,
you’ll get a version that
will pop up as a vertical
“string” of pages.
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When you find old editions
through the calendar,
you’ll have the same
horizontal view as you
find in the current issue.

Click onthe calendar icon. An interactive
calendar will pop up. You can click on any
highlighted date to look at that edition.
Use the left and right arrows to switch
months. When the edition opens,
you’ll still have the light gray toolbar
you started with for navigation.

Here’s How to Look at Past Issues of
The Observer Online Digital Edition

Click on
Archives.

Read old editions two ways.
If you search the archives,
you’ll get a version that
will pop up as a vertical
“string” of pages.

You’ll go to the
NOWarchive,
where you can
use a search box
to look for a term,
such as Pope
Benedict. You’ll see
the covers of all
the issues where
the term is found.
You can also use
date boxes to find
a particular issue
of the paper.
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When you find old editions
through the calendar,
you’ll have the same
horizontal view as you
find in the current issue.

